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24 nov 1941 talisman (lt.cdr. m. willmott, dso, rn) departed from alexandria bound for malta with orders to patrol the mediterranean waters. it was reported that the enemy had mined the sicilian channel as the vessel would not be able to leave alexandria for malta. 16 sep 1942talisman (lt.cdr. m. willmott, dso, rn) was ordered by the
admiralty to move her operations to the bay of biscay. the same submarine that was spotted by talisman before was sighted by aircraft again. the aircraft ran out of ammunition and dropped bombs on a dark object presumed to be a submarine. this was the last signal received from talisman. the submarine was thought to be a u-boat and
sunk. the admiralty directed the searching and trawling of the bay of biscay, and talisman was ordered to search for her. nothing was found and the aircraft and a submarine would be due to return to gibraltar on the same day. it was one of the most successful patrol of all time. 35 medals were awarded and talisman was awarded for
bravery. the whole story can be seen on wikipedia (all times are zone -1) 0851 hours - sailed from alexandria in company with hms talisman. 1002 hours - passed the island of crete heading north-east, course 220, speed 17 knots. 1108 hours - first contact with enemy aircraft east of salamina. 20 enemy aircraft sighted, 12 italian. squadron
leader stearns immediately started to engage and they flew off. stearns then turned to engage 9 planes west of the island. there was much radio activity between the two squadrons. two italian aircraft attacked the torbay and were engaged. 1119 hours - saw a large floating object near by and hailed. it was a sunken submarine. one third of
submarine crew rescued, 2 torpedoed. 1124 hours - fires were seen on board of submarine, then it was sunk.
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